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A Major Contribution to the Science of

Economics

Economists have been justly criticized for failing to
take into consideration the knowledge about human be-
havior that has become available through the efforts of
scientists in related fields. In recent decades the scien-
tific advance in biology, psychology, and the other sci-
ences concerned with one or more aspects of man's be-
havior has provided much new and useful information.
Assumptions previously serving as bases for elaborate
economic theories can now be tested in order to ascertain
whether or not they are sound; and to some extent sci-
entific knowledge, or what John Dewey has aptly called
"warranted assertibility," can now be substituted for the
assumptions of an earlier day.

In order to present an up-to-date explanation of man's
elementary economic behavior, Dr. Noyes has under-
taken the Herculean task of abstracting information
from the work of many who have labored in the biologi-
cal science.1 As all who have attempted to keep abreast
of developments in those fields will realize, successful
accomplishment of this task has required scientific qual-
ifications of the highest order. To record that Dr. Noyes
has demonstrated his fitness for this task is no more than
his just due.

Lest our readers labor under any misapprehension re-
garding the importance of this work, we should add that
it ranks with Arthur Marget's remarkable contribution
to economics, The Theory of Prices.

2 However, the gen-
eral nature of Dr. Noyes' contribution is quite different.
Dr. Marget operated on the received body of monetary
and price theory, much as a surgeon would, and at-
tempted to expose the whole anatomy of the structure,
to prune away the cancerous growths, and to restore a
sound and useful body. On the other hand, Dr. Noyes
has attempted to construct a firm foundation for a new
body of economic theory by first boring deeply into the
strata of knowledge provided by the biological sciences.
From the materials available he has selected what we be
lieve to be the essential ingredients, has synthesized or
mixed them in the correct proportions, and has placed

^Economic Man in Relation to His Natural Environment by C.
Remold Noyes, Columbia University Press, New York (Two vol-
umes, $15)
2Reviewed in the bulletins dated October 3, 1938 and August 6,
1945.

the concrete results as a base where it can be used by
those who will rebuild the superstructure.

One of the important points brought out by Dr. Noyes'
analysis and synthesis is the relation of retaining (sav-
ing) to the work of producing. Both are found to in-
volve the same physiological and psychological pro-
cesses within human beings, and he sums up the discus-
sion of this aspect of the subject as follows (page 610) :
"It follows that, to deny that retaining is effort would be
to deny that working is effort, and economic life would
come to be viewed as one grand game played for the
'fun' of it."

The clarification of this relationship between working
and retaining aids Dr. Noyes in differentiating wealth
from natural resources, land, and human beings, all of
which are, in many current economic textbooks, included
in some degree or in various aspects under wealth or one
of its subdivisions, capital. In order to find an almost
equally clear-cut differentiation of concepts for use in
economic analysis, one must go back to Henry George's
modification of Adam Smith's earlier contribution to the
subject.

In his further comments on the confusion that has
resulted from overlooking the fundamental relationship
between working and retaining, he also says (page 668) :
"It strikes me that this is one of the most dangerous il-
lusions in economics. [The illusion that retaining does
not involve effort.] It makes plausible the conclusion
that, if you remove the inducement to continue existing
retaining and to replace what is used up, you do not
thereby destroy rapidly all existing 'capital' as well as
put a stop to 'capital formation.' This, of course, un-
less you replace the incentive which induces voluntary
retaining by compelling involuntary retaining. And
there is evidence that this illusion, so widely prevalent,
has recently been having just such a result. A refer-
ence to Kuznet's Commodity Flow and Capital Forma-
tion (247, I, 479 and 495) suggests that the net decline
in private real capital (deflated prices) in the United
States during the years 1931-1935 inclusive was not far

Notice to all subscribers: A copy of the publication The First
Fifteen Years and Plans for the Future has been mailed to you.
This report describes the development and growth of the Institute,
the plans for future development, and certain of the results of re-
search to date. Because this publication explains our work and
research programs in detail, we should appreciate having The First
Fifteen Years and Plans for the Future passed along to your
friends and business associates. Please request as many addi-
tional copies as you can thus use to advantage.
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NEW CONSUMER GOODS PER CAPITA

from 30 billions of dollars. And this reduction is al-
most wholly confined to failure to replace durables. If
the reduction in quantity—or life—of 'perishables' and
'semi-durables' in the hands of consumers were also
taken account of, the figures might be even more
astounding."

For several decades academic economists have been oc-
cupied with the refinements of marginal utility theory
and the elaborate structure of value theories based on
marginal utility theory and various supply and demand
relationships. Probably most of the economists teach-
ing today were indoctrinated with Taussig's simplifica-
tions of Marshall's theories or other similar expositions
of value theory. Judging by the space given to this as-
pect of economic theory in many modern textbooks, mar-
ginal utility and value theories are widely regarded as
the core of economic knowledge today.

For all such economists, Dr. Noyes offers some shock-
ing disclosures. After thorough investigation of the
physiological and psychological occurrences involved,
he asserts (page 227) : " * * * the point at which the be-
havior normally stops * * * is the end point of satisfac-
tion or the point of satiety. And, conversely, behavior
does not normally stop until satiety is reached. It is
impossible to reconcile this self-evident conclusion with
the basic postulate of marginal utility theory." [Italics
supplied.]

In an appendix to chapters 13 and 14, Dr. Noyes de-
velops further the implications of his findings for the
theories of value and demand (pages 1372 to 1408).
After emphasizing again that the assumptions on which
marginal utility theory rests "are untenable," he points
out (page 1375) : "Now this is a very neat and logical
scheme [referring to typical graphic representations of
subjective valuations]. * * * The only difficulty with it is
that it does not conform to the facts." [Italics supplied.]
And, with reference to the typical demand curve (page
1381) : "What an utterly wrong concept!"

In concluding his remarks on this subject, Dr. Noyes
adds (page 1408): "At least, it ought to be evident that
the concept of general equilibrium theory, which clearly
recognizes what we are calling compensatory effects, is
entirely incompatible with any notion of an independent
individual demand curve unless all [demand curves]
have elasticities of unity. Such a curve may be drawn
for a single means [of satisfying some demand, say for
oranges, in order] to define the direct and primary ef-
fects of a change in cost of that means. No curve can be
drawn which includes compensatory effects from else-
where in the absence of change here. It is conceivable
that it may, at times, be useful to analyze the direct or
primary effects of a single change in a world of ceteris
paribus. That uses what we have called the 'virtual'
method. It should be recognized, however, that it does
not represent the real world."

We wish that we could assure all present and future
undergraduates that Dr. Noyes' work will relieve them
of the burden of attempting to understand the almost
nonunderstandable utility and value theories found in
many textbooks today. However, such assurance would
be premature. Dr. Marget's first voliune of The Theory
of Prices was published in 1938 and the second in 1942;
yet the prestige of the Keynes-Hansenites seems hardly
to have abated, and, if any of them have recanted, they
have worn their sackcloth and ashes in private.

That such a heavy tome, or rather pair of them, could
have been launched on the stream of economic thought
without causing more than a ripple may seem incredible
to readers unfamiliar with the situation in the field of
economics. They may suspect that we have overvalued
Dr. Marget's work and perhaps that of Dr. Noyes as
well. However, the Social Science Research Council has
revealed the situation that accounts for the failure of
high-grade scientific work to have a greater influence.
In a report3 on the subject, the council's investigator
pointed out (page 70) :"A distinguished professor and
researcher in economics summarized the case well by re-
marking that the typical 'successful' teacher of eco-
nomics to undergraduates is a man who is not too much
inhibited by scientific scruples," and (page 90) "A ros-
ter of the most successful social scientists in the country
at present would include an appreciable number of in-
dividuals who do not hold the Ph.D. but who have ac-
quired more mastery of the techniques of scientific re-
search than is ordinarily gained by a successful Ph.D.
candidate."

The report emphasizes the serious deficiency of acad-
emic social scientists in mathematics and might with
equal justice have found similar deficiences in logic and
semantics. Two further comments in this connection
are illuminating (page 74). "To attempt to turn more
mathematically illiterate scholars into fields already
overcrowded with intellects of similar constitution does
not appear to be a profitable venture." and "Social sci-
ence departments in general appear to be so fearful of
deterring potential students that they tend to adapt their
requirements to the tastes of the least competent. Con-
sequently verbal facility, rather than a scientific attitude
and mastery of scientific principles and techniques, is
too generally the criterion of achievement in what are
called the social sciences in undergraduate colleges; and
this criterion carries over perceptibly into the graduate
schools."

In view of these findings and the apparent failure of
many economists to appreciate Dr. Marget's work, we
are forced to conclude that Dr. Noyes' work also may not
soon have the influence that it should have. However,
Dr. Noyes has promised to discuss at a later date the
further implications of his findings with respect to our
economy today. Perhaps by the time his additional
labors are completed, those who have benefited from the
present volumes will provide a more appreciative audi-
ence of economic scientists.

s
The Recruitment, Selection, and Training of Social Scientists by
Elbridge Sibley, Social Science Research Council, New York, New
York, Bulletin 58, 1948. The Social Science Research Council is
affiliated with the seven leading associations of professional social
scientists. The purpose of the council is to plan and promote re-
search in the social fields. Dr. Sibley's report reflects the coun-
cil's experience during a quarter of a century as well as extensive
research on his part. We consider this report the best and most
comprehensive analysis of the subject available.
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STEEL-INGOT PRODUCTION AND PRICES OF METAiLS AND METAL PRODUCTS

SUPPLY

Industrial Production
Steel-ingot production, scheduled at 81.3 percent of

capacity for the week ended August 6, 1949, was 0.7 per-
cent less than production in the preceding week and was
12 percent less than that in the corresponding week last
year. The decrease last week was the first reported since
the week ended July 9. Prior to last week production had
increased 16 percent from the low reached in the Fourth
of July holiday week.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1948 1949
Percent of Capacityt 96 14 84 40 94 81p
Weekly Cap. (Million Tons) 1.38 1.52 1.51 1.54 1.80 1.84
Production (Million Tons) 1.32 .21 1.27 .62 1.69 1.49

Automobile and truck production during the week
ended July 30, 1949, in the United States and Canada
was estimated at 138,233 vehicles. A revised total of
160,173 vehicles, which was a new all-time record, was
reported for the previous week.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1948 1949

Vehicles (000 omitted )t 110 34 86 30 113 138p
Electric-power production during the week ended July

30, 1949, increased to 5,518,485,000 kilowatt-hours
from 5,461,665,000 kilowatt-hours in the previous week.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1948 1949
Billion Kilowatt-Hourst 1.72 1.44 2.26 2.09 5.35 5.52

Lumber production in the week ended July 23, 1919,
increased more than seasonally. The New York Times
seasonally adjusted index was 1.7 points above the in-
dex for the previous week but was 3.6 points below that
for the corresponding week last year.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1948 1949
The New York Times Indext 135 37 91 87 94 90
tLatest weekly data; corresponding weeks of earlier years
p=preliminary

New Consumer Goods Per Capita
For the first time since August 1948 the index of new

consumer good per capita (unadjusted for long-term
trend) increased during June. The index rose more
than 1 percent but was nearly 7 percent below that of
June 1948 and was slightly more than 7 percent below
the all-time high reached in August 1948.

The index adjusted for long-term trend also increased
slightly during June. Since February there has been a
general leveling-off of the adjusted index. The June
index was 10 percent below that of the corresponding
1948 month and was 17 percent below the postwar peak
reached in July 1941.

Increases in the major components of consumer-
goods production during June were as follows: automo-
biles, 36 percent; residential construction, 13 percent;
textiles, 2.5 percent; and food, 1 percent.

For the first time since January 1949, textile produc-
tion increased during June. The textile industry was

one of the first to experience the present recession. The
postwar peak in textile output was reached in January
1948, and with a few exceptions the trend was downward
through May 1949 to a level 31 percent below that of
January 1948. The demand for woolen and worsted
fabrics has been improving for several weeks. More re-
cently demand for cotton and rayon cloth has increased.

Preliminary data indicate that production of food,
furniture, shoes, and tobacco may have increased during
June. We have mentioned previously that month-to-
month changes in the index of food production (which
is the most heavily weighted component of the consumer-
goods index) are small. The other three components
have a total weight of only 3 in 24; consequently, large
fluctuations in these indexes are necessary in order to
change the over-all index markedly.

There is little reason to believe that the recent down-
ward trend of new consumer goods per capita will be
resumed during the next few months. Automobile pro-
duction probably will be sustained near present levels
through August, residential construction remains sub-
stantial, and further increases in textile production may
occur during July and August. If any decrease in resi-
dential construction and in automobile production this
fall is counterbalanced by marked increases in the out-
put of textiles, the index may remain near its present
level for a few months. Until the automobile industry
reaches its maximum production rate again, presumably
next spring, recovery to or above the 1947-48 highs
seems improbable.

Steel-Ingot Production vs. Metals and
Metal Products

A preliminary estimate of production of steel ingots
and steel castings in July indicates that output may have
been nearly the least reported since the end of the war.
Based on weekly data, our estimate reveals that produc-
tion decreased 11 percent during the month and was 18
percent less than that reported for July last year. Since
the high reached last March, steel production has de-
creased 30 percent.

During July the downward trend in weekly production
was halted, at least temporarily. The major curtail-
ment that occurred during the week ended July 9 was
attributable to the vacations during the holiday week;
therefore, the moderate increase that occurred in the
week following was not surprising. However, output
was expanded during the last half of the month, and, by
the end of July, operations had been increased more than
30 percent from the low reached earlier in the month.

Prices of metals and metal products increased slightly
during July for the first time since February. Higher
prices for nonferrous metals apparently were primarily
responsible for the upturn in the composite index.
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Although the trend of prices appears to have an im-
portant influence on the trend of steel production at the
peak of booms,4 apparently an invariable relationship
does not exist at the trough of business cycles. The ac-
companying chart reveals that not all cyclical revivals
have been accompanied by or even closely followed by
higher prices for metals and metal products. For ex-
ample, in three instances since 1900, substantial in-
creases in the production of steel have been accompanied
by downward price trends.

On the other hand, upturns in the prices of scrap usu-
ally have either accompanied or soon followed substan-
tial increases in steel production. In this connection, the
"firming" of scrap prices may be significant. The Iron
Ages composite average of scrap prices has remained
unchanged for several weeks. However, scrap prices
in some markets have increased.

On several occasions in the past the sequence of events
near the trough of business cycles has been as follows:
an upturn in industrial-stock prices, followed by in-
creases in steel production and prices for steel scrap.
In the past half century every cyclical revival of steel
production has been accompanied by rising prices for
steel scrap. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude
that, until prices of steel scrap turn upward markedly,
any improvement in steel production may be merely a
temporary reflection of the efforts of buyers to accumu-
late supplies of steel in anticipation of a strike.

DEMAND

Department-Store Sales

The dollar volume of department-store sales (season-
ally adjusted) decreased 3 percent during June, thus
continuing the downward trend that began the previous
month. The Federal Reserve Board's June index of sales
was 8 percent below that for June last year but was
nearly 3 percent above the 1949 low reached in March.

The Board's statisticians have made extensive revisions
in the indexes of department-store sales and stocks. (The
revisions made in the inventory series will be discussed
in a subsequent bulletin.) The details concerning the
revisions are not yet available, but apparently changes
have been made in the seasonal adjustments.

4See page 10 of Where Are We Going? (1949 edition)

In June prices of goods sold in department stores con-
tinued the decline that began last November. Conse-
quently, the decrease in our estimated-physical-volume
index was less than 2 percent. Unit sales in June were
still rather large and were comparable to the relatively
stable level of unit sales during the past 2 years.

Our index of the potential physical volume for June,
based on production data of goods usually sold in de-
partment stores, was 3 percent below the index for May,
thereby further widening the gap between the potential
series and the estimated-physical-volume series. The in-
dex of potential volume of sales for June was at the low-
est level reached since the end of the war.

Apparently retailers continued to reduce their stocks
of goods rapidly during June. The adjustment in retail
inventories this year has affected the production of goods
sold in department stores more than the adjustments
made in either 1947 or 1948.

Department-store new orders for goods increased sub-
stantially in May and June. Buying for the fall and
Christmas seasons presumably has resulted in a some-
what larger volume of department-store new orders in
recent weeks.

Preliminary weekly data indicate that the July index
of department-store sales was little changed from the in-
dex for June. In view of the increase in the amount of
inflationary purchasing media in circulation and the
further expansion expected in August as a result of the
deficit financing by the Treasury, department-store sales
presumably will continue at a high level during the next
few months.

Latest Weekly Data

Department-store sales for the week ended July 30,
1949, were 1 percent more than sales for the previous
week but were 11 percent less than sales in the corres-
ponding week last year.

PRICES

Commodities at Wholesale

(August 1939=100)
Spot-Market Prices

(28 basic raw materials)
Commodity Futures Prices

(Dow-Jones Daily Index)

1948
Aug. 4

321

313

1949
July 28

238

274

Aug. 4
241

272
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